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Martinus Veltman 80th birthday



* Tini is loved in Madrid’s UAM, as a physicist of course...... and 
as a friend!

- He has visited often, given many talks, and taught in our master and 
doctorate programs in Theoretical Physics (last “official” teaching in 
the master courses in 2007)

- He has helped us repeatedly with grants and what not

- He has hold a permanent UAM ``catedrático visitante” position  
(visiting full professor) from October 1988 until end Juin 1996.



















Former senior professors



Friendship

Former senior professors



Indeed they had fun





They had fun in many ways, i.e. 
Tini’s Diagrammatica, page  181: Yndurain interaction 

*  Left  Handed photons  :-)



Text

They worked together



Longitudinal WW scattering

They analyzed the subtleties of mH -> 

            They say:
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* They introduced a new unknown U particle : a scalar SM 
singlet, to illustrate it.
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* They introduced a new unknown U particle : a scalar SM 
singlet, to illustrate it.

* H and U couple proportionally to mH2 



They analyzed the subtleties of mH -> 
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And later comes a jewel: 

These guys had indeed fun... and were seminal! 



Tini and Paco...... Dark Matter pioneers !
* A scalar singlet coupled to Higgs, with a Z2 symmetry, is a 
popular DM candidate ! It is recognized as Veltman-Yndurain U



They analyzed the subtleties of mH  

* They introduced a new unknown U particle : a scalar SM 
singlet

* It is quadratic in U 



This is different from Van der Bij’s scalar singlet:

Gavela-Moriond summary 2010



Gavela-Moriond summary 2010

In1980: 



Tini+Paco’s scalar is different: Z2 symmetry



Tini and Paco...... Dark Matter pioneers !

U --> -U symmetry        U

* A scalar singlet coupled to Higgs, with a Z2 symmetry, is a 
popular DM candidate ! It is recognized as Veltman-Yndurain U
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Tini and Paco...... Dark Matter pioneers !

- “Scalar phantom” :
                --> relic abundance from thermal freeze-out
                --> direct detection from scattering off baryons
                --> effect on  Higgs decay
                --> impact on cosmic rays
 
- Extension to complex singlet scalars: 
                --> cosmology, direct detection   

- One real singlet scalar: 
                                     ->collider searches via anomalous Higgs decays
                                     -> dark matter self-interactions
                                     -> constraints from singlet potential
 

(Silveira and Zee)

(McDonald)

(Burgess, Pospelov, Veldhuis)

S --> -S symmetryRenamed S

* A scalar singlet coupled to Higgs, with a Z2 symmetry, is a 
popular DM candidate ! It is recognized as Veltman-Yndurain U



Tini and Paco...... Dark Matter pioneers !

   ..... and this became the “New Minimal SM”
        -> LHC studies
        -> first order EW phase transitions---> baryogenesis
        -> cosmic ray anomalies if TeV range

- Very recently: --> interpretation of DAMA, CDMS and CoGeNT  
                               anomalies
                          --> singlet scalar DM for Fermi (LAT) data
                          --> pair annihilation into two monochromatic high-   
                                energy gammas SS -> γγ

(Davoudiasl, Kitano, Li)
(O’Connell, Ramsey-Musolf, Wise) (Barger et al.)

(Pietroni) (Profumo et al.) 

(Ponton, Randall) (Kadastik et al.)

(Profumo, Ubaldi, Wainright 2010) 

(Andreas, Hambye) , (He, Li), (Farina, Pappadopulo, Strumia).....

S --> -S symmetryRenamed S

* A scalar singlet coupled to Higgs, with a Z2 symmetry, is a 
popular DM candidate ! It is recognized as Veltman-Yndurain U



Celebrations in the lab



Fun together in Paco’s fest





 Everyday’s life in the lab with Tini
* Tini’s influence in seniors and students, in physics:

 A recurrent theme, yesterday and today: his 
obsession with non-understanding gravity 
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 Everyday’s life in the lab with Tini
* Tini’s influence in seniors and students, in physics and beyond:

 -- He was a symbol with his “home-made” computer,
        working on SCHOONSHIP
  
 --i.e. early 90’s PhD student Juan Terrón (now senior ATLAS):
          “I hope that when senior I will work like him, passionately 
                   and through all weekends”
           
-- A new Ramon y Cajal (tenure-track), Pierpaolo Mastrolia, in 2010: 
“it gives me the shivers to be in a lab where Veltman and also Paco 
Yndurain worked”

-- Lunch time! : “which senior will be Tini’s paunching ball today?”

* And influence ON Tini??
     -- Subtle change over the years wrt women physicists....



 Tini enjoying...or suffering teaching?



Master in Theoretical Physics 2007
The Higgs Boson

















 Fun in everyday’s life in Madrid??

Tini often stayed at the
“Residencia de Estudiantes”





 Fun in everyday’s life in Madrid??

Tini often stayed at the
“Residencia de Estudiantes”

-> It was the home to Garcia Lorca, Salvador Dali, Luis Buñuel and other poets, 
intellectuals and scientists like Severo Ochoa, in the spanish republica in early XXth 
century. Visitors included Albert Einstein, Paul Valéry, Marie Curie, Igor Stravinsky, John 
M. Keynes, Alexander Calder, Walter Gropius, Henri Bergson y Le Corbusier, who 
honored it with their presence... and Tini joined them in this task.





 Fun in everyday’s life in Madrid??

Tini often stayed at the
“Residencia de Estudiantes”

-> It was the home to Garcia Lorca, Salvador Dali, Luis Buñuel and other poets, 
intellectuals and scientists like Severo Ochoa, in the spanish republica in early XXth 
century. Visitors included Albert Einstein, Paul Valéry, Marie Curie, Igor Stravinsky, John 
M. Keynes, Alexander Calder, Walter Gropius, Henri Bergson y Le Corbusier, who 
honored it with their presence... and Tini joined them in it.

-> It remains a vibrant home-pensionnat for intellectuals and scientists of all areas, in 
central Madrid.... with peculiar senior old-style ladies running the dining-rooms and with 
fun surroundings. 



A personal touch







 From all your UAM group, with love: 

    Very happy birthday Tini !

   ... and... we all are waiting for you
                  in a few months


